At a Glance

Cisco Video Phone 8875
for Webex
Simple, personal, scalable hybrid work in
an affordable phone
Meet the new standard for hybrid work: Cisco Video
Phone 8875 for Webex. The 8875 is a premium,
touch-screen video phone that puts every meeting at
your fingertips. Stay productive with a dedicated phone,
keeping your laptop free for other tasks and tools.
Provide consistent and personalized experiences at any
desk—at home or at the office. The 8875 is an affordable
solution for modern hot desking*—simply login and
authenticate to access your personalized schedule, join
meetings, and make or receive phone calls from your
phone number at any desk.

Scalable hybrid work at any desk.

*Hot desking functionality requires Webex Calling Hot Desking
feature update (Available 2H CY22)

Common phone challenges for hybrid work:

Cisco Video Phone 8875 benefits:

• Tedious task switching between multiple collaboration
tools and phone calls results in fatigue and
delayed meetings.

• Easily connect with colleagues through seamless
connection between the 8875 and your integrated
collaboration app, Webex.

• Video conferencing on a laptop can be challenging
and contends with other applications for performance.

• Eliminate relying on your computer’s performance
for critical phone calls and meetings.

• Phone calls in noisy environments, like busy homes or
office spaces, can cause distractions and interruptions
for participants.

• Remove distracting background noise with the
Webex audio intelligence features.

• Users have disjointed experiences between working
from home and from shared desk spaces in the office.
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• Enjoy consistent and personalized experiences
at any desk.
• Experience enhanced collaboration and
enterprise-grade calling capabilities on your phone
with Webex Cloud Calling.
• Simple cloud management for IT admin to deploy
across large geographies.
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Product overview
The Cisco Video Phone 8875 revolutionizes the
hybrid work experience at an affordable price
point. A modern, 7-inch touch screen is paired
with a familiar dial pad to maximize productivity,
regardless of the user’s preference. The 8875
displays a unified contact list and call history on
the device—and any Webex connected device
or soft client—so all workers have consistent
experiences at home and at the office.
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Your desk phone got a major upgrade.
The Cisco Video Phone 8875 brings
personalized collaboration experiences
to your fingertips.
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Features
Rich audio experience

One button to join meetings

Be heard clearly, with AI that optimizes for
your voice. Limit distractions for participants
in calls and meetings with intelligent
background noise removal. The 8875 is
compatible with Cisco headsets, delivering
a simple, convenient solution for quality audio.

Access your personalized schedule through
calendar integration with your desk phone.
Start every meeting on time with simple
one button to join meeting experiences—no
complicated meeting IDs to enter.

High quality video

Boost productivity

Look great with a dedicated 1080p
camera with a 60° adjustable viewing
angle and 112° field of vision. And, when
you don’t want to be on video, simply
close the built-in privacy shutter. Be seen
in beautiful color to look your best on
every call.

Eliminate reliance on your laptop
performance for business-critical calling.
Maximize your team’s efficiency with a
dedicated, always-ready device-keeping
your laptop free for your other applications.
Identify and solve problems faster with
increased IT visibility to the phone and
its accessories.

Modern solution for hybrid work

Integrated serviceability

Work at any desk, in any office with an
affordable solution for modern hot desking.
Access your personalized schedule through
calendar integration and join meetings
right from your desk phone. Between user
sessions, all personal information is removed
from the device.

The Webex cloud makes it easier to deploy,
manage, and service your 8875 phones
and more. Centrally manage your devices,
profiles, settings and more from Webex
Control Hub. IT admins can manage all Cisco
devices, soft clients, and peripherals from a
single pane of glass.
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For more information, please visit
webex.com/devices/cisco-video-phone-8875
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